
The role of the onservative learner in the rise and fall of

verb-seond

This paper argues that the diahroni rise and fall of verb-seond grammars is tied to the onser-

vative nature of hild struture projetion, as hildren bundle features on a single head unless fored

to artiulate further by input data. We ontend that both Internal and External Merge are invoked

sparingly by the aquirer, whose interim strutures along the developmental path presribe latent

diahroni pathways available to beome ativated by relevant hanges in the learning ontext. We

interpret the remarkably strong areal e�ets of verb-seond as singling out language ontat as the

primary, external impetus of these hanges.
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Verb-seond languages like the Modern Germani languages (exept English) or Old Frenh exhibit

two harateristi surfae properties whih hold of the vast majority of main lauses. First, the general

availability of inversion with all prediates, and seondly, a restrition to a single onstituent in the

pre�eld (the area to the left of the �nite verb). Both of these properties are illustrated in (1):
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`I would rather die with honour than live in shame.'

(La Vie de Tristan en Prose, early 13th entury Old Frenh; Curtis 1963:61)

While there is onsensus among a majority of linguists today that G-inversion should be aounted

for by V-to-C movement of the �nite verb, the mehanism behind the seond property - the restrited

pre�eld - still remains elusive. The advent of CP-artography (Rizzi 1997 et seq.) has if anything

exaerbated this problem, as the restrition to a single XP is surprising in view not only of the

wealth of left-peripheral positions unovered by artographi researh, but also sine all these di�erent

information-strutural readings are also available to the single preverbal onstituent in V2 languages.

We argue that a artographi left periphery annot be aquired on the basis of the input in V2

languages, sine the o-ourrenes of phrases that would allow hildren to extend the phrase marker

are not available,
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and sine other potential ues provided by information struture and prosody

only reveal the existene of di�erent features, not di�erent projetions. This view is orroborated

by the evidene from the aquisitional literature on V2 languages (Westergaard 2008), whih reveals

that hildren do not go beyond the input by ombing left-peripheral XPs, as the strong artographi

tenet `One feature, one head' (OFOH) would lead us to expet. Doing away with OFOH, we assume

that hildren are onservative struture builders that look for unambiguous evidene for syntati

positions (see Snyder 2007), and that their interim grammars ontain feature bundles (Hsu 2017) that

may potentially be unravelled (in the sense of Pannemann 2007) into distint heads upon the disovery

of more �ne-grained syntati struture. The unravelling of the left-periphery is illustrated in (2):
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1

V2 in Europe oinides almost perfetly with the Germani language group exept English. Both non-Germani

V2 varieties (Estonian, Rhaeto-Romane, possibly Sorbian) and Germani non-V2 varieties (Western Flemish dialets

(Haegeman and Greo 2016)) are loated in ontat areas inside and at the fringes of this V2 Sprahbund.
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All V2 languages allow linear V3 in left-disloation strutures. These learly reveal the existene of an additional

left-peripheral position above the V2 onstrution, but are otherwise orthogonal to the laims we make here.
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The struture in (2) is kept minimal for illustrative purposes, omitting unlexialised heads, and only ontain the

two oarse features 'topi' and 'fous'. Eah of these omes in a variety of �avours whih suggest further features, suh

as aboutness topis, ontrastive topis, shifting topis, et.
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Projetion is input-driven, and if the relevant ues are not su�iently forthoming in the input,

unravelling may simply not take plae, with the result that the interim grammar (2a) solidi�es into

the mature state. We argue that this onservatism in the aquisition path may lead to innovation in

diahrony (see Cournane 2017). Conretely, the birth of a V2 grammar is brought about by the �rst

generation of aquirers who �nd su�ient evidene for V-to-C movement plus insu�ient evidene to

unravel the feature bundle in Spe-CP/FinP. Inversely, the loss of V2 ours when aquirers either fail

to �nd su�ient evidene for V-to-C or sueed in �nding evidene for unravelling the left-periphery.

We then present two ase studies whih illustrate both senarios. First we onsider the origin of

Old Frenh V2. Building on reent work on Late Latin (Ledgeway 2017; Klævik-Pettersen 2019),

we argue that V-to-C movement was a Romane-internal development, resulting in a Proto-Romane

stage with generalised inversion and an artiulated left-periphery that persists in the historial reord

of most Romane languages. To aount for the redution of the left-periphery in (Pre-)Old Frenh,

we rely on prolonged interferene e�ets from the Old Franonian V2 language in bilingual aquisition

(Klævik-Pettersen 2019). The resulting overlap in input strutures led to aquisitional transfer (Hulk

and Müller 2000), whih oupled with the onservative aquisition path skethed out above led to the

onsolidation of a left-peripheral feature bundle (and hene, a V2 grammar) in Old Frenh.

Furthermore, we suggest that feature bundles are not only aquisitionally primary, but also di-

ahronially inert. We speulate that this might explain the remarkable stability of V2 grammars

over time, and suggest that all known ases of loss of V2 ome about beause the property of V-to-C

itself is vulnerable. As a ase study of an ongoing loss of V2, we investigate various Germani Urban

Vernaulars, again the produts of ontat situations (Walkden 2017), showing that all of these V2

grammars erode beause aquirers, faed with non-V2 strings as in (3), invariably prefer the more

eonomial V-to-T parse (4a) instead of unravelling the left-periphery (4b), sine the former is more

eonomial both with respet to struture (External Merge) and movement (Internal Merge):
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`Using Limewire, it takes about two days'

(Norwegian Urban Vernaular; Freywald et. al. 2015: 84)

(4) a.

[FP Med limewire [TP det [T' tar [vP det [v' tar [VP to dager℄℄℄℄℄℄

b.

[FP Med limewire [FinP det [Fin' tar [TP det [T' tar [vP det [v' tar [VP to dager℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄

In sum, we argue that a hild innovator approah based on onservative aquisition strategies an

plausibly aount for the emergene, stability and demise of V2 diahronially in a novel and uni�ed

manner whih assumes a minimal(ist) UG and is onsistent with extant hild developmental fats.
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